
PHYSICS 135-1 EXAM 3

PLEASE SHOW ALL WORK. UPLAOD SOLUTIONS TO CANVAS BY 10:55AM (SECTION 01).

(1) A block sits on a table (m1=10 kg) and is attached to another block (m2=20 kg) that hangs

off of the side of the table. The string that connects the blocks is connected to a pulley with

a mass: mp=5 kg and radius: R=0.25 m. Assume there is no friction on the table.

(a) Find the linear acceleration of the block system (a; provide the answer in m/s2).

A few hints: Assume the rope is not slipping on the pulley (non-slip conditions). Approx-

imate the moment of inertia of the pulley using: IDisk = 1
2mpR

2. Write out the Newton’s

Second Law equations for both of the masses. Write out the equation for rotational mo-

tion for the pulley. You should have 3 equations and 3 unknowns once you impose non-slip

conditions. If you get stuck, try plugging in expressions for T1 and T2 into your equation

for rotational motion. [7]

(b) Look at your expression for the acceleration of the system. If m1 becomes very large (and

dominates the other terms) what does the acceleration become? [1]

(c) As m2 becomes very large (and dominates the other terms) what does the acceleration

become? [1]

(d) Find the angular acceleration of the block system (α). [2]

(e) What is the angular momentum of the pulley at time, t=2.0 s? (Assume the pulley starts

from rest. Just provide the magnitude. Provide appropriate units.) [2]

(f) Now you want to stop the pulley from rotating. What is the magnitude of the torque

required to bring the pulley to rest in 2.0 s? (Assume the pulley starts with the angular

momentum given in part (e). Assume the rope has been removed and now there is just

some single external torque.) [2]

(2) Consider an object attached to a spring whose position is given by: x(t)= 0.24m cos(4.5 rad/s t).

(a) If the mass of the object is 15 kg, find the maximum force (in Newtons) that acts on the

object. [3]

(b) Sketch the reference circle. What is the radius? What is ω? Provide the period, T. [2]


